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Introduction
Project Overview
In this project three genes believed to be involved in streptomycin biosynthesis were analyzed.
These genes include Mrub_2052, Mrub_0628, and Mrub_2034, which are found in the bacteria
Meiothermus ruber (M. ruber). A verity of different bioinformatics tools were utilized
throughout this process including BLAST, T-Coffee, WebLogo, TMHMM, SignalP, LipoP,
PSORTb, Phobius, IMG/EDU gene finder, TIGRFAM, Pfam, RCSB PDB, Kegg Pathway
database, MetaCyc, ExPASy, and Phylogeny. These tools assisted in providing information that
could help determine the location, function, structure, and identity of these genes. Three
orthologous genes to those of interest were also analyzed. They included b0688, b2039, and
b3789, which are found in the bacteria Escherichia coli (E. coli) (Kanehisa et al., 2016). E. coli
has been studied in detail, so much is known about these orthologous genes (Blatterner,1997).
This information assisted in confirming the predictions made by the bioinformatics tools in
regards the M. ruber genes of interest. Overall, this project has not only helped gain a better
understanding of streptomycin biosynthesis, but it has also provided some much needed insight
on M. ruber as a whole.
Why is it Important to Study Meiothermus Ruber?
Meiothermus ruber was initially isolated in a Russian hot spring where it was concluded to be a
gram negative, obligate aerobic bacterial species, but since then very little has been published in
regards to M. ruber suggesting very little is known about it (Tindal et al., 2010). Considering
this, back in 2009, the Meiothermus ruber Genome Analysis Project was created (Scott, 2016).
This project is in collaboration with Joint Genome Institute (JGI) as part of its Genomic
Encyclopedia of Bacteria and Archaea (GEBA) project. The goal of this project is to study
organisms that have been deemed obscure in hopes to discover new genes and processes
researchers have not yet stumbled upon (http://jgi.doe.gov/). New discoveries such as these can
lead to several breakthroughs in fields such as energy production and pathogenesis
(http://jgi.doe.gov/). M. ruber is one of the “obscure” organisms that was chosen to be studied. It
is part of the Deinococcus-Thermus phylum, a collection of organisms that typically live in high
temperature environments (35ºC-70ºC) (Tindall et al., 2010). In 2010 its genome was sequenced
showing that it has a total of about 3,105 genes and 71.8% of them code for proteins that have
been assigned a presumed function (Tindall et al., 2010). This is one of the major reasons why
M. ruber was chosen to be studied. Through studying these proteins found in M. ruber a more
diverse plethora of knowledge can be gained in regards to protein function.
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Escherichia coli as a Model Organism
Escherichia coli (E. coli) is a gram negative bacterial species that has been highly studied
(Blatterner, 1997). It was initially chosen to have its entire genome sequenced due to how easily
it can be grown in a laboratory setting (Blatterner,1997). Over 4288 protein coding genes in E.
coli have been analyzed (Blattner, 1997). A protein BLAST alignment was conducted and
confirmed that M. ruber genes Mrub_2052, Mrub_0628, and Mrub_2034 genes have very
similar sequences to b0688, b2039, and b3789 genes found in E. coli. This suggests that the
proteins that these genes code for may have similar function. b0688 has been determined to code
for the protein phosphoglucomutase, which is involved in streptomycin biosynthesis pathway.
b2039 and b3789 have been determined to be paralogs that code for the protein glucose-1phosphate thymidylyltransferase, which is also involved in the streptomycin biosynthesis
pathway. These genes are not part of the same operon.
Streptomycin Biosynthesis
Just like penicillin, streptomycin is an antibiotic (Schatz, 1944). Antibiotics help organisms
defend against invading bacterial species (Schatz, 1944). According to the bioinformatics tool
KEGG, it has been determined that E. coli has a streptomycin biosynthesis pathway (Kanehisa et
al., 2016). This is particularly interesting because E. coli itself is a gram negative bacterial
species. In Figure 3 the streptomycin biosynthesis pathway for E. coli can be seen (Kanehisa et
al., 2016). The genes of interest in this pathway include b0688, which is represented by E.C.
number 5.4.2.2, as well as b2039 and b3789, which are represented by E.C. number 2.7.7.24.
These genes are not a part of an operon. Enzyme 5.4.2.2 (b0688) codes for phosphoglucomutase.
Phosphoglucomutase converts D-Glucose- 6P (also known as D-glucopyranose 6-phosphate) to
D-Glucose-1P (also known as α-D-glucopyranose 1-phosphate). A visual for this can be seen in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Products and reactants of phosphoglucomutase reaction. Image taken from
https://ecocyc.org/
Maximum activity of phosphoglucomutase is obtained in the presence of alpha-D-glucose 1,6bisphosphate (http://www.expasy.ch). Phosphoglucomutase is involved in several different
pathways along with streptomycin biosynthesis (Kanehisa et al., 2016). Some include glycolysis,
the pentose phosphate pathway, and amino sugar and nucleotide sugar metabolism (Kanehisa et
al., 2016). Enzyme 2.7.7.24 (b2039 and b3789) codes for glucose-1-phosphate
thymidylyltransferase. Glucose-1-phosphate thymidylyltransferase converts D-Glucose-1P to
dTDP-glucose (also known as dTDP-α-D-glucose). A visual representation of this can be seen on
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Glucose-1-phosphate thymidylyltransferase reaction. α-D-glucopyranose 1-phosphate
is reacted with dTTP to form dTDP-α-D-glucose by Glucose-1-phosphate thymidylyltransferase.
Images taken from https://ecocyc.org/
Glucose-1-phosphate thymidylyltransferase is involved in several other pathways then
streptomycin biosynthesis (Kanehisa et al., 2016). Some include polyketide sugar unit
biosynthesis and acarbose and validamycin biosynthesis (Kanehisa et al., 2016). These are just a
couple of steps in the streptomycin biosynthesis pathway. Gaining a better understanding about
this pathway may help to gain a better understanding of why bacterial species produce
antibiotics.
Purpose/Hypothesis
In this project a wide variety of bioinformatics tools were utilized to analyze the genes
Mrub_2052, Mrub_0628, and Mrub_2034 in Meiothermus ruber. These genes and their protein
products were compared to the genes b0688, b2039, and b3789 from Escherichia coli to
determine if the M. ruber genes are orthologs of the E. coli genes. One of the tools used was the
Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST). Protein BLAST compares the amino acid
sequences of two or more enzymes and analyzes their sequence similarity. According to
pBLAST, the Mrub genes and the E.coli genes have very similar sequences (see the Results
section). This suggested that the M. rub genes have a similar function to their respective E. coli
counterparts. Consequently, I hypothesize that Mrub_2052, Mrub_0628, and Mrub_2034 are
orthologous to b0688, b2039, and b3789.
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Figure 3. Streptomycin biosynthesis pathway in Escherichia coli showing reactants, products and
enzymes involved. E.C. number 5.4.2.2 circled to identify gene of interest b0688. E.C. number
2.7.7.24 circled to identify paralog genes of interest b2039 and b3789. Image taken from
http://www.genome.jp/kegg-bin/show_pathway?eco00521+b2039.
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Methods
The first step to confirming if Mrub_2052, Mrub_0628, and Mrub_2034 are orthologous to
b0688, b2039, and b3789, respectively, was to use the program KEGG (Kanehisa et al., 2016) to
determine if both E. coli and M. ruber were predicted to have the same streptomycin
biosynthesis pathway components. The next step was to determine how similar the putative
ortholgs were to each other using the program the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST)
(Madden, 2002). BLAST forms a pairwise alignment with these known sequences and shows
their degree of similarity based on the measure called an E-value. E-values are used to compare
the alignment of two sequences. If an E-value if very small that means that the sequences are
very similar and the two genes most likely code for proteins of similar function. Small E-value
suggest that the alignment did not occur due to chance. If an E- value is smaller than 10-100, it is
sometimes given as 0.0 (Madden, 2002). The cutoff for E-values was chosen by Dr. Scott as
0.001. The next tool used is the Conserved Domain Database Search (CDD) (Marchler-Bauer et
al. 2016). The CDD is used to find Clusters of Orthologous Groups (COGs). If the E. coli gene
and the M. ruber gene of interest both belong to the same COG group it suggests that they
contain the same protein domain, and most likely are orthologous to one another. Next, the Treebased Consistency Objective Function for Alignment Evaluation tool (T-Coffee) was used
(Notredame et al.,200). T-Coffee is a multiple sequence alignment tool that compares the amino
acid sequence of interest to multiple similar/homologous sequences. One can analyze these
alignments to determine which amino acids are conserved across all the different sequences. If
an amino acid is conserved across different species it suggests it is important to the proteins
function. WebLogo is then uses the data from T-Coffee to create a visual representation of these
results (Crooks ., 2004). The next step is finding what is known about the cellular location of
these proteins. The tool Transmembrane Helices Hidden Markov Models (TMHMM) compares
the amino acid sequence of interest to known helices that typically cross the cell membrane
(Krogh et al., 2016). The results predict if the protein has any transmembrane helices and if it is
predicted to be outside or inside the cell membrane. SignalP (Petersen et al., 2011) predicts if a
transmembrane helicies at the N-terminus of the protein are actually that or signal peptides.
Signal peptides can be confused with transmembrane helices. LipoP was a tool used to give an
overall prediction of the location of the protein of interest based on its amino acid sequence
(Juncker et al., 2003). PSORT-B was also used to help determine the location of the protein of
interest (N.Y. Yu et al., 2010). It gives a series of scores that predict if the protein is in the
cytoplasmic region, periplasmic region, cytoplasmic membrane, outer membrane, or
extracellular region. Phobius is the next tool used and it creates a visual representation of the
results of TMHMM and SignalP (Kall et al., 2004). The IMG/EDU Gene Finder tool was used to
determine if there were any other possible start codons in the amino acid sequence of interest
(Markowitz et al. 2012). It displayed three reading frames and the possible other alternative start
codons. If the proposed alternative was the correct distance from the Shine-Dalgarno region and
in the correct reading frame it might be an alternative start codon. TIGRFAM was the next tool
used (Haft et al., 2001). It is a collection of protein families constructed from full-length protein
sequences. It compares the amino acid sequence of interest to these protein families and helps
predict the name of the protein based on bit scores and E-values. Recall, the smaller the E-value
the more likely the sequences are similar. Pfam identifies if a protein belongs to a particular
protein family, or it might identify a particular protein domain in the query sequence. (Finn et
al.). Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Berman et. al., 2000) is a curated collection of crystalized
proteins.If a PDB hit is obtained for a query sequence, then 3-D structure neighbors,
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crystallization coordinates, and atomic coordinates and a sequence alignment can help determine
the identity of the gene of interest. Next step is to observe what the protein of interest is involved
in. It displays the E.C. numbers of the proteins involved as well as their reactants and products.
Next, ExPASy was used to confirm the E.C. number for the enzymes. (http://www.expasy.ch).
The next step was to determine if the protein had any paralogs. This was done using the KEGG
pathway map, which has information on the paralog if there is one.
If the two putative orthologs are part of an operon that has similar components, then this is strong
evidence of their functional similarity. To determine of our genes of interest were part of an
operon, we used the IMG/EDU Gene Neighborhood tool, which is linked to the Gene Details
page through the JGI’s IMG platform. Numerous species can be viewed and if there is what
appears to be a common order of linked genes conserved across species, then it can be assumed
that the gene of interest is part of an operon.
To determine if horizontal gene transfer has occurred in the evolutionary history of our genes of
interest, we applied several programs in the final GENI-ACT module. Horizontal gene transfer is
the transfer of a gene from on organism to another that is not its offspring (http://www.geneact.org). When this occurs, it can give a new cellular ability to an organism that didn’t previously
have it or it can cause the new gene to evolve a different function over time (Podell, 2007). The
Phylogeny.fr (citation) tool was used to determine if horizontal gene transfer has occurred or not
as well as phylums. If the phylum is the same across the different species most closely related to
the M. ruber gene, then it suggests that horizontal gene transfer did not occur. Another way to
observe whether or not horizontal gene transfer has occurred is to observe the guanine-cytosine
(GC) map. This compares the average guanine-cytosine percentage across various species to the
guanine-cytosine percentage of the gene of interest (http://www.gene-act.org). If they are vastly
different it suggests horizontal gene transfer has occurred. This information can be collected
using the IMG/EDU Gene Finder tool yet again.
The question of this project was, are M. ruber genes Mrub_2052, Mrub_0628, and Mrub_2034
orthologous to b0688, b2039, and b3789, respectively? Based on the sequence similarity
between the M. ruber genes and the E. coli genes a hypothesis was formed in regards to this
question. The next step was to carry out the same analysis as was done to the E. coli genes on the
M. ruber genes using the various bioinformatics tools explained previously in this section. The
results can then be interpreted and compared to confirm or deny if the hypothesis was true. The
results of this finding are shared with the M. ruber community through this paper
(http://www.geni-science.org).
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Results
The first two genes to be compared to determine whether or not they are orthologous were
Mrub_2052 and b0688. Table 1 is a summary of the results of a variety of different
bioinformatics tools that conclude that the M. ruber gene Mrub_2052 and E. coli gene b0688 are
orthologous and report the final prediction of the identity of the M. ruber gene.
Table 1: Mrub_2052 and b0688 might be orthologous to one another
Bioinformatics tools used
M. ruber Mrub_2052
E. coli b0688
BLAST E.coli against M.
Score: 698 bits
ruber
E-value: 0.0
CDD Data (COG category)
COG number: COG0033
Phosphoglucomutase
E-value: 0.0
E-value: 0.0
Cellular Localization
Cytoplasm of the cell
TIGRFAM – protein family
TIGRFAM number: TIGR01132 (phosphoglucomutase, alphaD-glucose)
Score: 1303.4
Score: 1631.1
E-value: 0.0
E-value: 0.0
Pfam – protein family
Pfam number: PF02878
(Phosphoglucomutase/phosphomannomutase, alpha/beta/alpha
domain I)
Pfam number: PF02880
(Phosphoglucomutase/phosphomannomutase, alpha/beta/alpha
domain III)
E- values:
E- values:
1.4e-36
9.2e-36
4.4e-29
6.1e-31
PDB – protein database
2FUV phosphoglucomutase
E-value: 0.0
E-value: 0.0
Enzyme commission number
E.C. 5.4.2.2 phosphoglucomutase (alpha-D-glucose-1,6– E.C. number
bisphosphate-dependent)
KEGG pathway map
Streptomycin Biosynthesis
Identity
Phosphoglucomutase
The first bioinformatics tool listed in the table is the protein BLAST of E.coli against M. ruber.
A bit score and E-value of the alignment is listed. Recall, a large bit score and small E-value
suggests that the two sequences are very similar. As can be seen in table 1, the BLAST
alignment of Mrub_2052 against b0688 shows a high bit score and a low E-value (If an E- value
is smaller than 10-100, it is sometimes given as 0.0). This means the two genes have a very similar
amino acid sequence and that the alignment isn’t due to chance. A more detailed description of
the BLAST results can be seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Blast amino acid alignment of M. ruber Mrub_2052 and E.coli b0688. Mrub_2052 is
the query sequence and b0688 is the subject sequence. This analysis was performed using NCBI
BLAST bioinformatics tool at http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov.
Out of the total 547 amino acids 342 of them are conserved (63%). The bit score of 698 is fairly
high suggesting the two sequences are related. E-values smaller than 10-100, it is sometimes given
as 0.0. This alignment has an E-value of 0.0 which is very small suggesting that the sequence is
not conserved due to chance. This was the first piece of information suggesting the genes are
orthologous.
The next bioinformatics tool listed was the CDD. Recall, if the E. coli gene and the M. ruber
gene of interest both belong to the same COG group it suggests that they most likely are
orthologous to one another. As can be seen in the table both genes belong to the COG family
COG0033. Both M. ruber and E. coli have very small E-values in relation to the family
suggesting that they aren’t related due to chance. This was another piece of evidence suggesting
the two genes are orthologous to one another.
The next column on the table represents the predicted cellular location of the proteins coded by
the M. ruber and E. coli gene. This prediction was made by using bioinformatics tools such as
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TMHMM, SignalP, LipoP, PSORT-B, and Phobius. Figure 5 is a visual representation of the
TMHMM results for both Mrub_2052 and b0688.

Figure 5. TMHMM transmembrane helices graph comparison of M. ruber Mrub_2052 and E.
coli b0688 suggesting there are no transmembrane helices for either protein and that the protein
is most likely located outside of the cell (cytoplasm). Panel A is the TMHMM transmembrane
helices graph for M. ruber Mrub_2052 and panel B is the TMHMM transmembrane helices
graph for E. coli b0688. TMHMM Server v. 2.0 found at
http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM was used to create these graphs.
In Figure 5 it can be seen that there are no red peaks in either panel A or B (panel A representing
Mrub_2052 and panel B representing b0688). This suggests that there are no transmembrane
helices for either protein these genes code for. What these graph do tell us though is that there is
a high probability that the proteins that these genes code for are located outside of the membrane,
which would be the cytoplasm. This was one of the pieces of information suggesting that both
proteins are located in the cytoplasm and that the genes that code for them are orthologous. The
next tool used was SignalP. Recall SignalP is used to determine whether or not the predicted
9

transmembrane helices are actually that or if they are signal peptides. A visual representation of
this data can be seen in Figure 6.

Figure 6. SignalP graphical representation of M. ruber Mrub_2052 and E. coli b0688 suggesting
there are no transmembrane helices or signal peptides. Panel A represents M. ruber Mrub_2052
and panel B represents E. coli b0688. D values are located under the panel names on the graph.
SignalP server v. 4.1 http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP was used to create these plots.
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In Figure 6, there are four notable pieces of information that can be used to determine signal
peptides. Those include the C-score, which distinguishes signal peptide cleavage sites from
everything else, the S-score, which distinguishes the signal peptide position, the Y-score, which
is a combined score of the C and S score, and the D value which it the probability that there is a
signal peptide. On both panels A and B (panel A representing Mrub_2052 and panel B
representing b0688) the C, S, and Y scores are very low. This makes sense because, as was
suggested in Figure 5, there are no transmembrane helices that might be a signal peptide. The D
value for both panel A and B is very low also confirming that there are no signal peptides. The
fact that both Mrub_2052 and b0688 do not have transmembrane helices or signal peptides
suggest that they may be orthologous.
After the bioinformatics tools TMHMM and SignalP were used LipoP, PSORT-B, and Phobius
were also used. LipoP predicted that the proteins coded by Mrub_2052 and b0688 are found in
the cytoplasm. PSORT-B confirmed this by attributing its highest score to the cytoplasm. Since
Phobius is a visual representation of the results of TMHMM and SignalP and there were no
results for either of these tools, the phobius was not useful. These tools suggested that both the
protein coded for by Mrub_2052 and b0688 are found in the cytoplasm of the cell. This was
another piece of evidence suggesting these genes were orthologous.
The next column displays what TIGRFAM protein family (domain) they are most closely related
to. Notice that both M. ruber and E. coli are related to the same family with very low E-values.
This family suggests that the identity of both proteins that Mrub_2052 and b0688 code for is
most likely phosphoglucomutase. This again suggests they are orthologous to one another. The
next column is the Pfam protein family. On the table it can be seen that both Mrub_2052 and
b0688 are related to two separate protein families with low E-values. A visual representation of
the comparison the top Pfam protein family to the gene sequences can be seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Pfam protein family PF02878 comparison to M. ruber Mrub_2052 and E. coli b0688
displaying conserved amino acids. Panel A represents M. ruber Mrub_2052 and panel B
represents E. coli b0688. The red boxes display the similar conserved amino acids to PF02878.
This pairwise alignment was created using the Pfam website http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/search.
Figure 7 shows the comparison of both Mrub_2052 and b0688 to the protein family amino acid
sequence. As can be noted by the red boxes in the Figure there are a number of similarities in
conserved amino acids. This further concludes that they are highly related and also suggests that
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the protein these genes code for is phosphoglucomutase. The next column is the PDB. Both
genes were suggested to be phosphoglucomutase. The E.C. number also confirmed this identity
prediction.
The second to last column on the table is the KEGG pathway data, which tell us what processes
the proteins are involved in. Both are involved in streptomycin biosynthesis. A graphic of this
process can be seen in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Enzyme E.C. number 5.4.2.2 presence in the streptomycin biosynthesis pathway. The
protein coded by Mrub_2052 and b0688 is represented by E.C. number 5.4.2.2. The Kyto
Encyclodpedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) data base was used to create this map at
http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html
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Figure 8 displays the entirety of the streptomycin biosynthesis pathway. The enzymes (E.C
numbers) colored green can be found in E. coli and M. ruber. The red circle highlights E.C.
number 5.4.2.2 which represents Mrub_2052 and b0688. As can be seen in the Figure this
enzyme is suggested to convert converts D-Glucose- 6P (also known as D-glucopyranose 6phosphate) to D-Glucose-1P (also known as α-D-glucopyranose 1-phosphate). The keg pathway
map was also used to determine if there are any known paralogs for the enzyme in both M. ruber
and E. coli. It was determined that there are no paralogs for either. This evidence also suggests
Mrub_2052 and b0688 are orthologous.
Some additional information that was collected that is not included in table 1 is a comparison of
the Mrub_2052 and b0688 gene neighborhood maps. In Figure 9 this comparison can be seen.

Figure 9. Comparison of M. ruber Mrub_2052 and E. coli b0688 gene neighborhood maps and
the unlikelihood of being in an operon. Panel A represents M. ruber Mrub_2052 and panel B
represents E. coli b0688. Both are underlined by a red line. Images were taken from
http://img.jgi.doe.gov/.
Each gene in a gene neighborhood map is represented by an arrow. The function of that gene is
represented by the color of the arrow. If there are numerous genes that are the same color
pointing in the same direction it means that they are part of an operon. The genes in both M.
ruber and E. coli (underlined by a red line) don’t appear to be a part of an operon. The color of
both genes is the same though. This suggests that both have similar function, further proving that
the two are orthologous to one another.
Another piece of additional information that was collected that is not included in table 1 is a
comparison of the Mrub_2052 and b0688 phylogenetic trees. In Figure 10 this comparison can
be seen.
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Figure 10. Comparison of M. ruber Mrub_2052 and E. coli b0688 phylogenic trees suggest
horizontal gene transfer did not occur. Panel A represents M. ruber Mrub_2052 and panel B
represents E. coli b0688. Images were created using http://www.phylogeny.fr
The images in Figure 10 show the phylogenetic trees of M. ruber and E. coli. Panel A represents
M. ruber and panel B represents E. coli. All the organisms in panel A are part of the
Deinococcus-Thermus phylum. All the organisms in panel B are part of the proteobacteria
phylum. Since the organisms close to M ruber and E. coli in each panel belong to the same
phylum there is no evidence that horizontal gene transfer occurred.
Based on the vast amount of information provided by these bioinformatics tools it can be
confirmed that the two genes are orthologous and code for the protein phosphoglucomutase.
14

The next two genes to be compared to determine whether or not they are orthologous were
Mrub_0628 and b2039. Table 2 is a summary of the results of a variety of different
bioinformatics tools that predict that the M. ruber gene Mrub_0628 and E. coli gene b2039 might
be orthologous and report the final prediction of the identity of the M. ruber gene.
Table 2: Mrub_0628 and b2039 are orthologous to one another
Bioinformatics tools used
M. ruber Mrub_0628
E. coli b2039
BLAST E.coli against M.
Score: 122 bits
ruber
E-value: 5e-37
CDD Data (COG category)
COG number: COG1209
glucose-1-phosphate thymidyltransferase
E-value: 1.19e-117
E-value: 1.12e-175
Cellular Localization
Cytoplasm of the cell
TIGRFAM – protein family
TIGRFAM number: TIGR01208 (glucose-1-phosphate
thymidylyltransferase)
Score: 614.5
Score: 658.1
E-value: 1.4e-181
E-value: 1e-194
Pfam – protein family
Pfam number: PF00483 (NTP_transferase)
E- values:
E- values:
3.2e-48
5.1e-74
PDB – protein database
3HL3 Glucose-1-Phosphate
1H5R thymidylyltransferase
Thymidylyltransferase from
complexed with thymidine
Bacillus anthracis in Complex
and glucose-1-phospate
with a Sucrose
E-value: 4.21e-39
E-value: 4.41e-173
Enzyme commission number
E.C. 2.7.7.24
– E.C. number
Glucose-1-phosphate thymidylyltransferase
KEGG pathway map
Streptomycin Biosynthesis
Identity
Glucose-1-phosphate thymidylyltransferase
The first bioinformatics tool listed in the table is the protein BLAST of E.coli against M. ruber.
A bit score and E-value of the alignment is listed. Recall, a large bit score and small E-value
suggests that the two sequences are very similar. As can be seen in table 2, the BLAST
alignment of Mrub_0628 against b2039 shows a high bit score and a low E-value. This means
the two genes have a very similar amino acid sequence and that the alignment isn’t due to
chance. A more detailed description of the BLAST results can be seen in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Blast amino acid alignment of M. ruber Mrub_0628 and E.coli b2039. Mrub_0628 is
the query sequence and b2039 is the subject sequence. This analysis was performed using NCBI
BLAST bioinformatics tool at http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov.
Out of the total 236 amino acids 81 of them are conserved (34%). The bit score of 122 is
somewhat high suggesting the two sequences are related. This alignment has an E-value of 5e-37
which is very small suggesting that the sequence is not conserved due to chance. Since only 34%
of the sequence was conserved more evidence had to be collected to confirm or deny that
Mrub_0628 and b2039 are orthologous.
The next bioinformatics tool listed was the CDD. Recall, if the E. coli gene and the M. ruber
gene of interest both belong to the same COG group it suggests that they most likely are
orthologous to one another. As can be seen in the table both genes belong to the COG family
COG1209. Both M. ruber and E. coli have very small E-values in relation to the family
suggesting that they aren’t related due to chance. This was another piece of evidence suggesting
the two genes are orthologous to one another.
The next column on the table represents the predicted cellular location of the proteins coded by
the M. ruber and E. coli gene. This prediction was made by using bioinformatics tools such as
TMHMM, SignalP, LipoP, PSORT-B, and Phobius. Figure 12 is a visual representation of the
TMHMM results for both Mrub_0628 and b2039.
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Figure 12. TMHMM transmembrane helices graph comparison of M. ruber Mrub_0628 and E.
coli b2039 suggesting there are no transmembrane helices for either protein and that the protein
is most likely located outside of the cell (cytoplasm). Panel A is the TMHMM transmembrane
helices graph for M. ruber Mrub_0628 and panel B is the TMHMM transmembrane helices
graph for E. coli b2039. TMHMM Server v. 2.0 found at
http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM was used to create these graphs.
In Figure 12 it can be seen that there are no red peaks in panel A (panel A representing
Mrub_0628 and panel B representing b2039). In panel B there are some visible red peaks that
typically would suggest that part of the protein has a transmembrane helix, but the probability is
so low it is not likely. This suggests that there are no transmembrane helices for either protein
these genes code for. What these graph do tell us though is that there is a high probability that the
proteins that these genes code for are located outside of the membrane, which would be the
cytoplasm. This was one of the pieces of information suggesting that both proteins are located in
the cytoplasm and that the genes that code for them are orthologous. The next tool used was
SignalP. Recall SignalP is used to determine whether or not the predicted transmembrane helices
are actually that or if they are signal peptides. A visual representation of this data can be seen in
Figure 13.
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Figure 13. SignalP graphical representation of M. ruber Mrub_0628 and E. coli b2039
suggesting there are no transmembrane helices or signal peptides. Panel A represents M. ruber
Mrub_0628 and panel B represents E. coli b2039. D values are located under the panel names on
the graph. SignalP server v. 4.1 http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP was used to create these
plots.
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In Figure 13, there are four notable pieces of information that can be used to determine signal
peptides. Those include the C-score, which distinguishes signal peptide cleavage sites from
everything else, the S-score, which distinguishes the signal peptide position, the Y-score, which
is a combined score of the C and S score, and the D value which it the probability that there is a
signal peptide. On both panels A and B (panel A representing Mrub_0628 and panel B
representing b2039) the C, S, and Y scores are very low. This makes sense because, as was
suggested in Figure 12, there are no transmembrane helices that might be a signal peptide. The D
value for both panel A and B is very low also confirming that there are no signal peptides. The
fact that both Mrub_0628 and b2039 do not have transmembrane helices or signal peptides
suggest that they may be orthologous.
After the bioinformatics tools TMHMM and SignalP were used LipoP, PSORT-B, and Phobius
were also used. LipoP predicted that the proteins coded by Mrub_0628 and b2039 are found in
the cytoplasm. PSORT-B confirmed this by attributing its highest score to the cytoplasm. Since
Phobius is a visual representation of the results of TMHMM and SignalP and there were no
results for either of these tools, the phobius was not useful. These tools suggested that both the
protein coded for by Mrub_0628 and b2039 are found in the cytoplasm of the cell. This was
another piece of evidence suggesting these genes were orthologous.
The next column displays what TIGRFAM protein family (domain) they are most closely related
to. Notice that both M. ruber and E. coli are related to the same family with very low E-values.
This family suggests that the identity of both proteins that Mrub_0628 and b2039 code for is
most likely glucose-1-phosphate thymidylyltransferase. This again suggests they are orthologous
to one another. The next column is the Pfam protein family. On the table it can be seen that both
Mrub_0628 and b2039 are related to the same protein family with low E-values. A visual
representation of the comparison the top Pfam protein family to the gene sequences can be seen
in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Pfam protein family PF00483 comparison to M. ruber Mrub_0628 and E. coli b2039
displaying conserved amino acids. Panel A represents M. ruber Mrub_0628 and panel B
represents E. coli b2039. The red boxes display the similar conserved amino acids to PF00483.
This pairwise alignment was created using the Pfam website http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/search.
Figure 14 shows the comparison of both Mrub_0628 and b2039 to the protein family amino acid
sequence. As can be noted by the red boxes and the light blue color in the Figure there are a
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number of similarities in conserved amino acids. This further concludes that they are highly
related and also suggests that the protein these genes code for is glucose-1-phosphate
thymidylyltransferase. The next column is the PDB. Despite the fact that Mrub_0628 and b2039
were paired with different PDB database hits both genes were suggested to be glucose-1phosphate thymidylyltransferase. The E.C. number also confirmed this identity prediction.
The second to last column on the table is what pathway the proteins the genes code for are
involved in. Both are involved in streptomycin biosynthesis. A graphic of this process can be
seen in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Enzyme E.C. number 2.7.7.24 presence in the streptomycin biosynthesis pathway.
The protein coded by Mrub_0628 and b2039 is represented by E.C. number 2.7.7.24. The Kyto
Encyclodpedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) data base was used to create this map at
http://www.genome.jp /kegg/pathway.html
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Figure 15 displays the entirety of the streptomycin biosynthesis pathway. The enzymes (E.C
numbers) colored green can be found in E. coli and M. ruber. The red circle highlights E.C.
number 2.7.7.24 which represents Mrub_0628 and b2039. As can be seen in the Figure this
enzyme is suggested to convert converts D-Glucose-1P to dTDP-glucose (also known as dTDPα-D-glucose). The KEGG pathway map was also used to determine if there are any known
paralogs for the enzyme in both M. ruber and E. coli. Surprising enough Mrub_0628 is paralogs
with Mrub_2034 and b2039 is paralogs with b3789. This is particularly surprising because
Mrub_2034 is believed to be orthologous with b3789.
Some additional information that was collected that is not included in table 2 is a comparison of
the Mrub_0628 and b2039 gene neighborhood maps. In Figure 16 this comparison can be seen.

Figure 16. Comparison of M. ruber Mrub_0628 and E. coli b2039 gene neighborhood maps
showing b2039 is part of an operon. Panel A represents M. ruber Mrub_0628 and panel B
represents E. coli b2039. Both are underlined by a red line. Images were taken from
http://img.jgi.doe.gov/.
Each gene in a gene neighborhood map is represented by an arrow. The function of that gene is
represented by the color of the arrow. If there are numerous genes that are the same color
pointing in the same direction it means that they are part of an operon. The gene in M. ruber
(underlined by a red line) doesn’t appear to be a part of an operon. On the other hand the gene in
E.coli does appear to be in an operon. Strangely enough the two genes are not the same color
suggesting that they do not have the same function. This is particularly odd considering all the
other information collected up to this point has suggested that these genes are orthologous. This
is the first piece of evidence to suggest that they are not.
Another piece of additional information that was collected that is not included in table 2 is a
comparison of the Mrub_0628 and b2039 phylogenetic trees. In Figure 17 this comparison can
be seen.
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Figure 17. Comparison of M. ruber Mrub_0628 and E. coli b2039 phylogenic trees suggest
horizontal gene transfer did not occur. Panel A represents M. ruber Mrub_0628 and panel B
represents E. coli b2039. Images were created using http://www.phylogeny.fr
The images in Figure 17 show the phylogenetic trees of M. ruber and E. coli. Panel A represents
M. ruber and panel B represents E. coli. All the organisms in panel A are part of the
Deinococcus-Thermus phylum. All the organisms in panel B are part of the proteobacteria
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phylum. Since the organisms close to M ruber and E. coli in each panel belong to the same
phylum there is no evidence that horizontal gene transfer occurred.
Many of the bioinformatics tools suggested that Mrub_0628 and b2039 are orthologous, but gene
neighborhood and PDB suggest otherwise. The identity of these genes has been suggested to be
glucose-1-phosphate thymidylyltransferase. Due to the overwhelming amount of evidence
suggesting they are it has been predicted that Mrub_0628 and b2039 are orthologous.
The next two genes to be compared to determine whether or not they are orthologous were
Mrub_2034 and b3789. Recall that it was previously determined that Mrub_2034 and
Mrub_0628 are paralogs as well as b3789 and b2039. Table 3 is a summary of the results of a
variety of different bioinformatics tools that predict that the M. ruber gene Mrub_2034 and E.
coli gene b3789 might be orthologous and report the final prediction of the identity of the M.
ruber gene.
Table 3: Mrub_2034 and b3789 might be orthologous to one another
Bioinformatics tools used
M. ruber Mrub_2034
E. coli b3789
BLAST E.coli against M.
Score: 160 bits
ruber
E-value: 2e-51
CDD Data (COG category)
COG number: COG1209
glucose-1-phosphate thymidyltransferase
E-value: 1.19e-44
E-value: 3.31e-31
Cellular Localization
Cytoplasm of the cell
TIGRFAM – protein family
TIGRFAM number: TIGR01208 (glucose-1-phosphate
thymidylyltransferase)
Score: 643.4
Score: 647.6
E-value: 2.8e-190
E-value: 1.5e-191
Pfam – protein family
Pfam number: PF00483 (NTP_transferase)
E- values:
E- values:
1.1e-56
1.5e-72
PDB – protein database
5IDS Glucose-1-phosphate Thymidylyltransferase from
Burkholderia vietnamiensis
E-value: 1.64572e-44
E-value: 1.54322e-114
Enzyme commission number
E.C. 2.7.7.24
– E.C. number
Glucose-1-phosphate thymidylyltransferase
KEGG pathway map
Streptomycin Biosynthesis
Identity
Glucose-1-phosphate thymidylyltransferase
The first bioinformatics tool listed in the table is the protein BLAST of E.coli against M. ruber.
A bit score and E-value of the alignment is listed. Recall, a large bit score and small E-value
suggests that the two sequences are very similar. As can be seen in table 3, the BLAST
alignment of Mrub_2034 against b3789 shows a high bit score and a low E-value. This means
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the two genes have a very similar amino acid sequence and that the alignment isn’t due to
chance. A more detailed description of the BLAST results can be seen in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Blast amino acid alignment of M. ruber Mrub_2034 and E.coli b3789. Mrub_2034 is
the query sequence and b3789 is the subject sequence. This analysis was performed using NCBI
BLAST bioinformatics tool at http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov.
Out of the total 244 amino acids 94 of them are conserved (39%). The bit score of 160 is
somewhat high suggesting the two sequences are related. This alignment has an E-value of 2e-51
which is very small suggesting that the sequence is not conserved due to chance. Since only 39%
of the sequence was conserved more evidence had to be collected to confirm or deny that
Mrub_2034 and b3789 are orthologous.
The next bioinformatics tool listed was the CDD. Recall, if the E. coli gene and the M. ruber
gene of interest both belong to the same COG group it suggests that they most likely are
orthologous to one another. As can be seen in the table both genes belong to the COG family
COG1209. Both M. ruber and E. coli have very small E-values in relation to the family
suggesting that they aren’t related due to chance. This was another piece of evidence suggesting
the two genes are orthologous to one another.
The next column on the table represents the predicted cellular location of the proteins coded by
the M. ruber and E. coli gene. This prediction was made by using bioinformatics tools such as
TMHMM, SignalP, LipoP, PSORT-B, and Phobius. Figure 19 is a visual representation of the
TMHMM results for both Mrub_2034 and b3789.
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Figure 19. TMHMM transmembrane helices graph comparison of M. ruber Mrub_2034 and E.
coli b3789 suggesting there are no transmembrane helices for either protein and that the protein
is most likely located outside of the cell (cytoplasm). Panel A is the TMHMM transmembrane
helices graph for M. ruber Mrub_2034 and panel B is the TMHMM transmembrane helices
graph for E. coli b3789. TMHMM Server v. 2.0 found at
http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM was used to create these graphs.
In Figure 19 it can be seen that there are no red peaks in panel A (panel A representing
Mrub_2034 and panel B representing b3789). In panel B there are some visible red peaks that
typically would suggest that part of the protein has a transmembrane helix, but the probability is
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so low it is not likely. This suggests that there are no transmembrane helices for either protein
these genes code for. What these graph do tell us though is that there is a high probability that the
proteins that these genes code for are located outside of the membrane, which would be the
cytoplasm. This was one of the pieces of information suggesting that both proteins are located in
the cytoplasm and that the genes that code for them are orthologous. The next tool used was
SignalP. Recall SignalP is used to determine whether or not the predicted transmembrane helices
are actually that or if they are signal peptides. A visual representation of this data can be seen in
Figure 20.

Figure 20. SignalP graphical representation of M. ruber Mrub_2034 and E. coli b3789
suggesting there are no transmembrane helices or signal peptides. Panel A represents M. ruber
Mrub_2034 and panel B represents E. coli b3789. D values are located under the panel names on
the graph. SignalP server v. 4.1 http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP was used to create these
plots.
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In Figure 20, there are four notable pieces of information that can be used to determine signal
peptides. Those include the C-score, which distinguishes signal peptide cleavage sites from
everything else, the S-score, which distinguishes the signal peptide position, the Y-score, which
is a combined score of the C and S score, and the D value which it the probability that there is a
signal peptide. On both panels A and B (panel A representing Mrub_2034 and panel B
representing b3789) the C, S, and Y scores are very low. This makes sense because, as was
suggested in Figure 19, there are no transmembrane helices that might be a signal peptide. The D
value for both panel A and B is very low also confirming that there are no signal peptides. The
fact that both Mrub_2034 and b3789 do not have transmembrane helices or signal peptides
suggest that they may be orthologous.
After the bioinformatics tools TMHMM and SignalP were used LipoP, PSORT-B, and Phobius
were also used. LipoP predicted that the proteins coded by Mrub_2034 and b3789 are found in
the cytoplasm. PSORT-B confirmed this by attributing its highest score to the cytoplasm. Since
Phobius is a visual representation of the results of TMHMM and SignalP and there were no
results for either of these tools, the phobius was not useful. These tools suggested that both the
protein coded for by Mrub_2034 and b3789 are found in the cytoplasm of the cell. This was
another piece of evidence suggesting these genes were orthologous.
The next column displays what TIGRFAM protein family (domain) they are most closely related
to. Notice that both M. ruber and E. coli are related to the same family with very low E-values.
This family suggests that the identity of both proteins that Mrub_2034 and b3789 code for is
most likely glucose-1-phosphate thymidylyltransferase. This again suggests they are orthologous
to one another. The next column is the Pfam protein family. On the table it can be seen that both
Mrub_2034 and b3789 are related to the same protein family with low E-values. A visual
representation of the comparison the top Pfam protein family to the gene sequences can be seen
in Figure 21.

Figure 21. Pfam protein family PF00483 comparison to M. ruber Mrub_2034 and E. coli b3789
displaying conserved amino acids. Panel A represents M. ruber Mrub_2034 and panel B
represents E. coli b3789. The red boxes display the similar conserved amino acids to PF00483.
This pairwise alignment was created using the Pfam website http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/search.
Figure 21 shows the comparison of both Mrub_2034 and b3789 to the protein family amino acid
sequence. As can be noted by the red boxes and the light blue color in the Figure there are a
number of similarities in conserved amino acids. This further concludes that they are highly
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related and also suggests that the protein these genes code for is glucose-1-phosphate
thymidylyltransferase. The next column is the PDB. Mrub_2034 and b3789 were paired with the
same PDB database hit. That hit was for glucose-1-phosphate thymidylyltransferase. The E.C.
number also confirmed this identity prediction.
The second to last column on the table is what pathway the proteins the genes code for are
involved in. Both are involved in streptomycin biosynthesis. A graphic of this process can be
seen in Figure 22.

Figure 22. Enzyme E.C. number 2.7.7.24 presence in the streptomycin biosynthesis pathway.
The protein coded by Mrub_2034 and b3789 is represented by E.C. number 2.7.7.24. The Kyto
Encyclodpedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) data base was used to create this map at
http://www.genome.jp /kegg/pathway.html
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Figure 22 displays the entirety of the streptomycin biosynthesis pathway. The enzymes (E.C
numbers) colored green can be found in E. coli and M. ruber. The red circle highlights E.C.
number 2.7.7.24 which represents Mrub_2034 and b3789. As can be seen in the Figure this
enzyme is suggested to convert converts D-Glucose-1P to dTDP-glucose (also known as dTDPα-D-glucose). The KEGG pathway map was also used to determine if there are any known
paralogs for the enzyme in both M. ruber and E. coli. Surprising enough Mrub_2034 is paralogs
with Mrub_0628 and b3789 is paralogs with b2039. This is particularly surprising because
Mrub_0628 might be orthologous with b2039.
Some additional information that was collected that is not included in table 3 is a comparison of
the Mrub_2034 and b3789 gene neighborhood maps. In Figure 23 this comparison can be seen.

Figure 23. Comparison of M. ruber Mrub_2034 and E. coli b3789 gene neighborhood maps.
Panel A represents M. ruber Mrub_2034 and panel B represents E. coli b3789. Both are
underlined by a red line. Images were taken from http://img.jgi.doe.gov/.
Each gene in a gene neighborhood map is represented by an arrow. The function of that gene is
represented by the color of the arrow. If there are numerous genes that are the same color
pointing in the same direction it means that they are part of an operon. Mrub_2034 (underlined
by a red line) doesn’t appear to be a part of an operon, which is confirmed in Figure 24 (a
comparison of flanking genes in related species). On the other hand, the gene in E. coli does
appear to be in an operon, which is confirmed on the Ecocyc page for this gene (Keseler, 2013).
While being a component of an operon that shares multiple genes is strong evidence of a shared
evolutionary history, the lack of an operon for both genes is not refuting evidence for our
hypothesis of their orthologous relationship. E. coli and M. ruber are in different phyla and not
closely related. Chromosomal rearrangements are common even between closely related species,
as can be seen in the chromosome maps in Figure 24.
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Figure 24. A comparison of flanking genes in related species including Meiothermus ruber.
Mrub_2034 and related genes are represented by the red arrow. Numerous similar species are
compared.
Another piece of additional information that was collected that is not included in table 3 is a
comparison of the Mrub_2034 and b3789 phylogenetic trees. In Figure 25 this comparison can
be seen.
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Figure 25. Comparison of M. ruber Mrub_2034 and E. coli b3789 phylogenic trees suggest
horizontal gene transfer did not occur. Panel A represents M. ruber Mrub_2034 and panel B
represents E. coli b3789. Images were created using http://www.phylogeny.fr
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The images in Figure 25 show the phylogenetic trees of M. ruber and E. coli. Panel A represents
M. ruber and panel B represents E. coli. All the organisms in panel A are part of the
Deinococcus-Thermus phylum. All the organisms in panel B are part of the proteobacteria
phylum. Since the organisms close to M ruber and E. coli in each panel belong to the same
phylum there is no evidence that horizontal gene transfer occurred.
Considering that only one of the bioinformatics tools (gene neighborhood) suggested that
Mrub_2034 and b3789 were not orthologous and the rest suggest that it is, it can be strongly
predicted that they are in fact orthologous. The identity of these genes has been suggested to be
glucose-1-phosphate thymidylyltransferase

Conclusion
Based on the results of these many bioinformatics tools it can be concluded that M. ruber
Mrub_2052 and E. coli b0688 are orthologous to one another. Every bioinformatics tool utilized
in the comparison unanimously suggested that both of these genes coded for the protein
phosphoglucomutase and are orthologous to one another. One strong piece of evidence that
confirmed this hypothesis was the protein BLAST of Mrub_2052’s amino acid against b0688’s
amino acid sequence. This confirmed that 63% of the amino acids were identical at the same
positions. Proteins with similar amino acid sequences tend to have similar function as well as
suggest that they have evolved from a common ancestral gene. These are the qualities of
orthologous genes (Gabaldón, 2013). These results can be seen in Figure 4. Another piece of
strong evidence suggesting that M. ruber Mrub_2052 and E. coli b0688 are orthologous to one
another was the results of TIGRFAM and Pfam. Both of these bioinformatics tools matched
these genes to the same protein families (TIGRFAM: TIGR01132; Pfam: PF02878 & PF02880)
with very small E-values (if an E- value is smaller than 10-100, it is sometimes given as 0.0). This
suggests that they were not paired with this protein family simply by chance. Both these tools
also suggested that the identity of Mrub_2052 and b0688 was most likely phosphoglucomutase.
These similarities suggest that the genes are orthologous. These results can be seen in Figure 7.
The gene neighborhood map also helped confirm that the two genes are orthologous. On the map
it can be seen that both Mrub_2052 and b0688 are the same color. This suggests that they have
similar functions. This is yet another piece of evidence suggesting they both code for
phosphoglucomutase and are orthologous.
The results for Mrub_0628 and b2039 as well as Mrub_2034 and b3789 were slightly different.
During the analysis process it was determined that Mrub_0628 and Mrub_2034 were paralogs
(using the KEGG pathway map). The same could be said about b2039 and b3789. Many of the
bioinformatics tools suggested that the gene pairs were orthologous and that the identity of the
protein they coded for was glucose-1-phosphate thymidylyltransferase. One example of this is
the Pfam results. All four matched with PF00483. This makes sense because that protein family
is for nucleotidyl transferases (NTP_transferases), enzymes which transfer nucleotides onto
phosphosugars. Glucose-1-phosphate thymidylyltransferase is a nucleotidyl transferase,
suggesting that this is the correct identity of Mrub_0628 and b2039 as well as Mrub_2034 and
b3789, and that the pairs are orthologous. In addition to this they all belonged to the same COG
family (COG1209) again suggesting the identity is glucose-1-phosphate thymidylyltransferase.
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On the other hand, there is some refuting evidence suggesting that the Mrub_0628 and b2039 as
well as Mrub_2034 and b3789 pairs are not orthologous. The first piece of evidence suggesting
this is the protein BLAST. For Mrub_0628 and b2039 there were only 34% identical amino acids
and for Mrub_2034 and b3789 there were only 39%. Despite the fact that the similarity is not as
large as the similarity between Mrub_2052 and E. coli b0688 (63%) it does not mean that they
don’t code for orthologous proteins with similar function. Another piece of refuting evidence
was the gene neighborhoods. For both the Mrub_0628 and b2039 as well as Mrub_2034 and
b3789 pairs the M. ruber genes and E. coli genes were different colors. This suggests that they
code for proteins with different function. When the functions the gene neighborhood was
suggesting were observed, it could be seen that all 4 genes it could be seen there was no
consistency and that the functions suggested were very random amongst all 4. This suggests that
there possibly was an error in the gene neighborhood maps. All though there are these hiccups in
the analysis, due to the large amount of information suggesting the Mrub_0628 and b2039 as
well as Mrub_2034 and b3789 pairs are orthologous, these pieces of refuting evidence can be
discounted. More research needs to be conducted to understand why there were these hiccups.
The phylogenetic trees for all three M. ruber genes analyzed suggests that horizontal gene
transfer did not occur because all of the organisms in the tree were part of the deinococcusthermus phylum. This suggests they came from a common ancestor rather than a gene not part of
the tree.
If one of these genes were to be chosen to be studied through site-directed mutagenesis,
Mrub_2052 would be the best candidate due to how strong the results were. Based on the
WebLogo which shows the conserved amino acids across a wide variety of organisms linked to
Mrub_2052, mutagenesis to H60 would most likely be a loss of function mutation. A visual
description of this can be seen in Figure 26.

Figure 26. WebLogo of Mrub_2052 showing the amino acid H is highly conserved at position
60. These images were obtained from http://weblogo.berkeley.edu and
http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/search.
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As can be seen on Figure 26, the amino acid histidine (H) is highly conserved at position 60.
This means that across a variety of different species this amino acid is conserved. Histidine is
typically very important to protein function because it is ideal residue for protein functional
centres (Betts, 2003). It H60 were disrupted there is a large possibility that the
phosphoglucomutase would not function properly. A Figure of what primer could be used to
perform this site directed mutagenesis can be seen in Figure 27.

Figure 27. Primers designed to perform site directed mutagenesis on histidine 60 in Mrub_2052.
The primers designed would replace histidine at position 60 with an alanine. Images obtained
from http://nebasechanger.neb.com/.
The histidine at position 60 in the amino acid sequence is represented by the codon CAC in the
nucleotide sequence ranging from 178 to 180. As mentioned before histidine is typically
important to the function of a protein. The primers designed in Figure 27 would perform a site
directed mutagenesis replacing the codon CAC with GCC, which is a codon for alanine. Alanine
is not essential for protein function, thus by performing this replacement there will most likely be
a loss of function in Mrub_2052. This in turn would hinder the streptomycin biosynthesis
pathway because phosphoglucomutase would no longer be able to convert D-Glucose- 6P (also
known as D-glucopyranose 6-phosphate) to D-Glucose-1P (also known as α-D-glucopyranose 1phosphate).
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